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Abstract Even though obtaining 3D information has received significant attention
in scene capture systems in recent years, there are currently numerous challenges
within scene depth estimation which is one of the fundamental parts of any 3D vision system focusing on RGB-D images. This has lead to the creation of an area of
research where the goal is to complete the missing 3D information post capture. In
many downstream applications, incomplete scene depth is of limited value and thus
techniques are required to fill the holes that exist in terms of both missing depth and
colour scene information. An analogous problem exists within the scope of scene
filling post object removal in the same context. Although considerable research has
resulted in notable progress in the synthetic expansion or reconstruction of missing
colour scene information in both statistical and structural forms, work on the plausible completion of missing scene depth is contrastingly limited. Furthermore, recent
advances in machine learning using deep neural networks have enabled complete
depth estimation in a monocular or stereo framework circumnavigating the need for
any completion post-processing hence increasing both efficiency and functionality.
In this chapter, a brief overview of the advances in the state-of-the-art approaches
within RGB-D completion is presented whilst noting related solutions in the space
of traditional texture synthesis and colour image completion for hole filling. Recent
advances in employing learning-based techniques for this and related depth estimation tasks are also explored and presented.
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1.1 Introduction
Three dimensional scene understanding has received increasing attention within
the research community in recent years due to its ever-growing applicability and
wide-spread use in real-world scenarios such as security systems, manufacturing
and future vehicle autonomy. A number of limitations pertaining to environmental
conditions, inter-object occlusion and sensor capabilities still remain despite the extensive recent work and many promising accomplishments of 3D sensing technologies [33, 134, 149, 158]. It is due to these challenges that a novel area of research
has emerged mostly focusing on refining and completing missing scene depth to
increase the quality of the depth information for better downstream applicability.
Although traditional RGB image inpainting and texture synthesis approaches
have been previously utilised to address scene depth completion [7, 39, 64], challenges regarding efficiency, depth continuity, surface relief, and local feature preservation have hindered flawless operation against high expectations of plausibility and
accuracy in 3D images [4]. In this vein, this chapter provides a brief overview of the
recent advances in scene depth completion, covering commonly-used approaches
designed to refine depth images acquired through imperfect means.
Moreover, recent progress in the area of monocular depth estimation [6, 44, 55,
152] has lead to a cheap and innovative alternative to completely replace other more
expensive and performance-limited depth sensing approaches such as stereo correspondence [129], structure from motion [27, 41] and depth from shading and light
diffusion [1, 132] among others. Apart from computationally intensive demands and
careful calibration requirements, these conventional depth sensing techniques suffer
from a variety of quality issues including depth inhomogeneity, missing or invalid
values and alike, which is why the need for depth completion and refinement in post
processing arises in the first place.
As a result, generating complete scene depth from a single image using a
learning-based approach can be of significant value. Consequently, a small portion
of this chapter is dedicated to covering the state-of-the-art monocular depth estimation techniques capable of producing complete depth which would eliminate any
need for depth completion or refinement.

1.2 Missing Depth
As explained in the previous chapter, different depth sensing approaches can lead to
various issues within the acquired scene depth, which in turn make depth completion
and refinement an important post processing step.
Passive scene sensing approaches such as stereo correspondence [129] have long
been established as a reliable method of dense depth acquisition. Although stereo
imaging is well-equipped to estimate depth where highly granular texture is present,
even the smallest of issues in calibration and synchronization can lead to noisy, invalid or missing depth values. Additionally, missing values are prevalent in sections
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Fig. 1.1: Examples of depth acquired via stereo correspondence (top), structured
light device (bottom left) and time-of-flight camera (bottom right). RGB: colour
image; D: depth image; H: hole mask indication missing depth values.

of the scene that contain occluded regions (i.e. groups of pixels that are seen in one
image but not the other), featureless surfaces, sparse information for a scene object
such as shrubbery, unclear object boundaries, very distant objects and alike. Such
issues can be seen in Figure 1.1 (top), wherein the binary mask marks where the
missing depth values are in a disparity image calculated via a stereo correspondence
algorithm [65].
On the other hand, consumer devices such as structured light and time-of-flight
cameras are active range sensors that are more-widely utilized for a variety of purposes due to their low cost and wide availability in the commercial market with
factory calibration settings [14, 23, 46].
However, due to a number of shortcomings such as external illumination interference [23], ambient light saturation [46], inaccurate light pattern detection in the
presence of motion [125] and active light path error caused by reflective surfaces
or occlusion [126], consumer structured light devices can result in missing depth
or noisy values that are best handled by removal and subsequent filling. An example of such a depth image and its missing values can be seen in Figure 1.1 (bottom
left). Time-of-flight cameras can also suffer from complications detrimental to output deployment due to issues such as external illumination interference [123], light
scattering caused by semi-transparent surfaces [59, 72] and depth offset for nonreflective objects [96]. Such issues are exemplified in Figure 1.1 (bottom right).
Completing depth images, captured through these active or passive depth sensing
technologies, can lead to significant performance boost in any 3D vision application
even though many current systems simply cope with challenges created by noisy
and incomplete depth images without any post processing. In the next section, we
will focus on various approaches to the problem of image completion in the context
of RGB-D imagery.

1.3 RGB-D Completion
While object removal, inpainting and surface completion [2, 15, 17–20, 36, 43, 133]
has been a long-standing problem addressed within the literature in the past few
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Fig. 1.2: Left: results of [15]. The foreground microphone has been removed and
inpainted, but the texture is not accurate, leading to a perception of blurring. Right:
an example of the results and process of exemplar-based inpainting [36].

decades, depth completion is a relatively new area of research with its own challenges and limitations. However, scene depth is still represented and processed in
the form of images, and some researchers still directly apply classical RGB image
inpainting methods to depth images or use depth completion approaches heavily
inspired by RGB completion techniques. Consequently, an overview of image inpainting within the context of scene colour image (RGB) can be beneficial for a
better understanding of the multi-facet subject of depth filling. In the following section, relevant image inpainting methods are briefly discussed before moving on to a
more detailed description of the depth completion literature.

1.3.1 RGB Image Inpainting
Inpainting deals with the issue of a plausibly completing a target region within the
image often created as a result of removing a certain portion of the scene. Early
image inpainting approaches attempted to smoothly propagate the isophotes (lines
within the image with similar intensity values) into this target area. However, most
of these approaches [15, 133] tend to ignore an important aspect significant to an
observer’s sense of plausibility, which is the high-frequency spatial components of
the image or texture. Consequently, later inpainting techniques began to incorporate ideas from the field of texture synthesis (in which the objective is to generate
a large texture region given a smaller sample of texture without visible artefacts
of repetition within the larger region [42, 43, 118]) into the inpainting process to
compensate for the lack of texture commonly found in the target region post completion [2, 36, 79] (exemplar-based inpainting).
In one of the most seminal works on image inpainting [15], the problem is addressed using higher-order partial differential equations and anisotropic diffusion to
propagate pixel values along isophote directions (Figure 1.2). The approach demonstrated remarkable progress in the area at the time but more importantly, it contained
a set of guidelines for image inpainting created after extensive consultations with
scene composition experts, which have now standardised the functionalities of an
inpainting algorithm. These remain highly relevant even in depth completion:
• 1: upon completion of the inpainting process, the target region must be consistent
with the known region of the image to preserve global continuity.
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• 2: the structures present within the known region must be propagated and linked
into the target region.
• 3: the structures formed within the target region must be filled with colours consistent with the known region.
• 4: texture must be added into the target region after or during the inpainting
process.
Improved inpainting approaches were subsequently proposed employing a variety of solutions including the fast marching method [133], Total Variational (TV)
models [28, 121], and exemplar-based techniques [16, 36]. In one such approach,
[36] follows traditional exemplar-based texture synthesis methods [43] by prioritizing the order of filling based on the strength of the gradient along the target region
boundary. Although [36] is not the first to carry out inpainting via exemplar-based
synthesis [16], previous approaches are all lacking in either structure propagation
or defining a suitable filling order that could prevent the introduction of blurring or
distortion in shapes and structures. This exemplar-based method [36] is not only capable of handling two-dimensional texture but can plausibly propagate linear structures within the image. An example of the results of this method is seen in Figure
1.2 (right), in which water texture has been plausibly synthesized after the person
is removed from the image. However, this approach cannot cope with curved structures and is heavily dependent on the existence of similar pixel neighbourhoods in
the known region for plausible completion. Even though the approach relies on fine
reflectance texture within the image to prioritize patches and can fail when dealing
with large objects in more smooth depth images (Figure 1.3- left), it has been a great
step towards focusing on granular texture within the image completion literature.
Other image completion techniques have also been proposed that would address different challenges in the inpainting process. For instance, certain methods use schemes such as reformulating the problem as metric labelling [85], energy minimization [12, 140], Markov Random Field models with labels assigned
to patches [83], models represented as an optimal graph labelling problem, where
the shift-map (the relative shift of every pixel in the output from its source in the
input) represents the selected label and is solved by graph cuts [119], and the use of
Laplacian pyramids [91] instead of the gradient operator in a patch correspondence
search framework due to the advantageous qualities of Laplacian pyramids, such as
isotropy, rotation invariance, and lighter computation. There have also been attempts
to complete images in an exemplar-based framework using external databases of semantically similar images [60, 141] (Figure 1.3 - right).
Deep neural networks have recently revolutionized the state of the art in many
computer vision tasks such as image stylization [52, 54, 76, 80], super-resolution
[111, 138] and colourization [156]. Image completion has also seen its fair share of
progress using such techniques. In [113], an approach is proposed that is capable
of predicting missing regions in an RGB image via adversarial training of a generative model [56]. In a related work, [150] utilizes an analogous framework with
similar loss functions to map the input image with missing or corrupted regions to a
latent vector, which in turn is passed through their generator network that recovers
the target content. The approach in [146] proposes a joint optimization framework
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Fig. 1.3: Left: results of exemplar-based inpainting [36] applied to RGB and depth
images. Note that the objective is to remove the object (baby) from both the RGB
and depth images and to fill the already existing holes (pre-removal) in the depth
image. The approach is significantly more effective when applied to colour images.
Right: result of exemplar-based inpainting using an external database [60].

composed of two separate networks, a content encoder, based on [113], which is
tasked to preserve contextual structures within the image, and a texture network,
which enforces similarity of the fine texture within and without the target region
using neural patches [95]. The model is capable of completing higher resolution images than [113, 150] but at the cost of greater inference time since the final output
is not achievable via a single forward pass through the network.
More recently, significantly better results have been achieved using [73], which
improves on the model in [113] by introducing global and local discriminators as adversarial loss components. The global discriminator assesses whether the completed
image is coherent as a whole, while the local discriminator concentrates on small
areas within the target region to enforce local consistency. Similarly, [151] trains a
fully convolutional neural network capable of not only synthesizing geometric image structures but also explicitly using image features surrounding the target region
as reference during training to make better predictions.
While these learning approaches are highly capable of generating perceptually
plausible outputs despite the significant corruption applied to the input, when it
comes to depth, they are incapable of producing high quality outputs due in part to
the significantly higher number of target regions (holes) both large and small over
the smoother surfaces in depth images. Examples of these novel approaches applied
to depth images can be seen in Figure 1.4, which indicates how ineffective learningbased RGB image inpainting approaches can be within the depth modality [4].
While RGB completion techniques in various forms have previously been used
with or without modifications [100, 144, 154] to complete depth images, significant differences between RGB and depth images prevent a successful deployment
of RGB inpainting techniques to perform depth completion. For instance, the lack
of reflectance colour texture in depth images, large featureless regions within the
depth, overly smooth or blurred depth which can obscure object geometry, holes
overlapping with object boundaries and unclear stopping points that mark the termination of structure continuation all contribute to the fact that specifically-designed
approaches are required to handle the completion of depth images, leading to the
importance of the existing literature on depth completion.
Consequently, RGB inpainting is not the focus of this chapter and is only covered
here to give context to the relevant literature on depth completion. As such, the
reader is invited to refer to the wide-expanding surveys that already exist on the
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Fig. 1.4: Results of global and local completion (GLC) [73] compared to inpainting
with contextual attention (ICA) [151]) applied to depth images.

issues of texture synthesis and inpainting within the context of RGB images [58, 78,
131, 139].

1.3.2 Depth Filling
One of the most important steps in addressing any problem, such as that of depth
completion, is to focus on how the problem can be formulated. Numerous research
works have attempted to solve the depth filling problem by concentrating on different challenges within the domain. In this section, a general overview of the most
common formulations of the depth completion problem is presented before moving
on to discussing a brief taxonomy of the depth filling literature.

1.3.2.1 Problem Formulation
Reformulating any ill-posed problem such as depth completion can lead to solutions
suitable for particular requirements pertaining to certain situations, including time,
computation, accuracy and alike. In this section, some of the most common ways
in which depth filling has been posed and solved as a problem, and the effects each
reformulation can have on the results are discussed.
Formulating the image completion and de-noising problem as anisotropic diffusion [115] has proven very successful in the context of RGB images [10, 15, 22].
Such solutions have therefore also made their way into the domain of depth image completion, since the smoothing and edge-preserving qualities of the diffusionbased solutions are highly desirable when dealing with depth information. This is
primarily because image gradients are stronger where depth discontinuities are most
likely and scene depth is often locally smooth within a single object.
Anisotropic diffusion is a non-linear partial differential equation scheme [115]
which can be described as a space-variant transformation of an input image. It can
therefore generate a family of smoothed parametrized images, each of which corresponds with a filter that depends on the local statistics of the input image.
More formally, if I(·,t) is a family of parametrized images, then the anisotropic
diffusion is:
It = div(c(x, y,t)∇I) = c(x, y,t)∆ I = ∇c · ∇I,
(1.1)
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where div is the divergence operator, ∇ and ∆ denote the gradient and Laplacian operators respectively, and c(x, y,t) is the diffusion coefficient, which can be a constant
or a function of the image gradient.
In [136], Eqn. 1.1 is discretized via a 4-neighbourhood scheme, and the corresponding RGB image is used to guide the depth diffusion in an iterative process.
The depth image is completed at a lower spatial resolution, and the iterative colourguided anisotropic diffusion subsequently corrects the depth image as it is upsampled step by step.
The work of [107] demonstrates another example of the use of diffusion in depth
completion. The process begins by extracting edges from the corresponding RGB
image captured via a structured-light device, and then the smooth and edge regions
undergo different diffusion algorithms. The separation of these regions before the
diffusion process is performed based on the observation that surfaces which need to
be smooth in the depth may be textured in the RGB image, and object boundaries
within the depth image can be missed during the RGB edge extraction process due
to the potentially low contrast in the RGB view of the scene.
While smooth surfaces and strong object boundaries can be very desirable traits
in a depth image, the implementation of an anisotropic diffusion method requires
discretization, which can lead to numerical stability issues and is computationally
intensive. The longer run-time of diffusion-based methods make them intractable
within real-time applications.
Energy minimization is another formulation of the completion problem which
has seen significant success in the domain of RGB image inpainting [12, 140] and
has consequently been used in depth filling as well.
Energy minimization relies on certain assumptions made about the image, using
which an energy function is designed. Essentially, prior knowledge about images
and sensing devices is modelled via regularization terms that form the energy function. This function is subsequently optimized, which leads to the completion and
enhancement of the image based on the criteria set by the different terms within the
function. The approaches addressing the depth completion problem in this manner
often produce accurate and plausible results but more importantly, the capability of
these approaches to focus on specific features within the image based on the terms
added to the energy function is highly advantageous.
For example, the energy function in [31] models the common features of a depth
image captured using a structured light device. The noise model of the device and
the structure information of the depth image are taken into account using terms
added to the energy function, performing regularization during the minimization
process. Similarly, [103] assumes a linear correlation between depth and RGB values within small local neighbourhoods. An additional regularization term based
on [11] enforces sparsity in vertical and horizontal gradients of the depth image,
resulting in sharper object boundaries with less noise. The energy function in [63]
includes a data term that favours pixels surrounding hole boundaries and a smoothing term that encourages locally smoother surfaces within the depth image. While
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Fig. 1.5: Example of the results of [7]. An object has been removed from the RGB-D
image and the missing values in the depth image have been completed.

this leads to better geometric and structural coherency within the scene, surface relief and texture is lost in the resulting depth image.
The lack of accurate surface relief and texture is in fact a very common challenge with many depth completion techniques. This issue can be addressed by solving depth completion as an exemplar-based inpainting problem, which has seen
enormous success in RGB images [36]. Most exemplar-based inpainting techniques
operate on the assumption that the information needed to complete the target region
(with respect to both texture and structural continuity) is contained within the known
regions of the image. As a result, plausible image completion can be achieved, at
least in part, by copying and pasting patches, sometimes in a very specific order [36],
from the known regions of the image into the target region.
However, there can be major pitfalls with using an exemplar-based technique
to complete missing values in a depth image. For instance, the lack of reflectance
colour texture on a smooth surface which leads to unified depth can confuse an
exemplar-based approach to a great degree. As seen in Figure 1.3 (left), the notable
exemplar-based inpainting method of [36] is capable of filling the target region post
object removal from the RGB image in a plausible way due to existence of visible
colour texture in the background but for a depth image, where no colour texture is
present and the background only consists of a flat plane, the results are not nearly as
impressive (Figure 1.3 - left). Please note that the goal is to remove an object (the
baby) from both the RGB and depth images and plausibly complete the remaining
holes post removal and at the same time fill the existing holes in the depth image
(represented by black markings on the depth image).
Nevertheless, just as various depth completion techniques take advantage of other
inpainting approaches such as [133], with or without modifications [100, 144, 154],
exemplar-based image inpainting has also left its mark on depth completion.
For instance, in [7], object removal and depth completion of RGB-D images is
carried out by decomposing the image into separate high and low spatial frequency
components by means of butterworth filtering in Fourier space. After the disentanglement of high and low frequency images, the high frequency information (object
boundaries and texture relief) is filled using a classic texture synthesis method [43]
reformulated as a pixel-by-pixel exemplar-based inpainting approach and enhanced
by means of query expansion within the search space, and the low frequency component (underlying shape geometry) is completed via [2]. The results are then re-
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Fig. 1.6: Example of the results of exemplar-based RGB-D completion [5] as opposed to exemplar-based RGB completion applied to depth images from the Middlebury dataset [66]. The artefacts are marked with red boxes.

combined in the frequency domain to generate the final output. As seen in Figure
1.5, the produced images are sharp and with no additional artefacts.
Exemplar-based completion also makes an appearance in [9], which performs
object removal in multi-view images with an extracted depth image, and uses both
structure propagation and structure-guided filling to complete the images. The target
region is completed in one of a set of multi-view photographs casually taken in a
scene. The obtained images are first used to estimate depth via structure from motion. Structure propagation and structure-guided completion are employed to create
the final results after an initial RGB-D completion step. The individual steps of this
algorithm use the inpainting method in [140], and the patch-based exemplar-based
completion approach of [38] to generate the results.
The work in [5], extends on the seminal RGB inpainting technique of [36] to
create an exemplar-based approach explicitly designed to complete depth images.
This is achieved by adding specific terms focusing on the characteristics of depth
images into the priority function, which determines which patches take precedence
in the filling order. By introducing texture and boundary terms, [5] ensures that
surface relief and texture is well preserved in the depth image after completion,
leading to more plausible results with fewer artefacts. As seen in Figure 1.6, the
RGB completion technique [36] applied to depth images produces many undesirable
artefacts while [5] generates sharper depth outputs.
Even though solving the depth filling problem using an exemplar-based framework has the potential to produce outputs in which structural continuity within the
scene is preserved and granular relief texture is accurately and consistently replicated in the missing depth regions, there are still many challenges the completion
process must contend with. For instance, if the scene depth is not of a fronto-parallel
view, there is no guarantee that correct depth values can be predicted for the missing regions via patch sampling even if the patches undergo different transformations
such as rotation, scale, shear, aspect ratio, keystone corrections, gain and bias colour
adjustments, and other photometric transformations in the search space when trying
to find similar patches to sample from [4].
To combat some of these issues, matrix completion has recently emerged as
an interesting formulation of the image completion problem, especially since it
has been observed [104] that similar patches in an RGB-D image lie in a lowdimensional subspace and can be approximated by a matrix with a low rank. The approach in [104] presents a linear algebraic method for low-rank matrix completionbased depth image enhancement to simultaneously remove noise and complete
depth images using the corresponding RGB images, even if they contain heavily
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Fig. 1.7: Demonstrating the results of the matrix completion technique of [104]
using low-rank operations (denoted by LMC) compared to joint bilateral filtering
(JBF) [122], structure guided fusion (SGF) [120], spatio-temporal hole filling (SHF)
[25] and guided inpainting and filtering (GIF) [100].

visible noise. In order to accomplish simultaneous de-noising and completion, the
low-rank subspace constraint is enforced on a matrix with RGB-D patches via incomplete factorization, which results in capturing the potentially scene-dependent
image structures both in the depth and colour space.
The rank differs from patch to patch depending on the image structures, so a
method is proposed to automatically estimate a rank number based on the data.
Figure 1.7 demonstrates the performance capabilities of this approach compared to
other depth completion methods, such as joint bilateral filtering (JBF) [122], structure guided fusion (SGF) [120], spatio-temporal hole filling (SHF) [25] and guided
inpainting and filtering (GIF) [100]. This approach [104] generates particularly impressive results in that the input RGB image is very noisy (Figure 1.7 - Color Image). Before the comparisons, a de-noising method [37] is applied to the noisy RGB
image used as an input for the comparators.
The work in [145] points out, however, that the low-rank assumption does not
fully take advantage of the characteristics of depth images. Sparse gradient regularization can naively penalize non-zero gradients within the image but based on
statistical observations, it is demonstrated that despite most pixels having zero gradients, there is still a relatively significant number of pixels with gradients of 1.
Therefore, a low-gradient regularization scheme is proposed in which the penalty
for gradient 1 is reduced while non-zero gradients are penalized to allow for gradual changes within the depth image. This regularization approach is subsequently
integrated with the low-rank regularization for depth completion.
More recently, with the advent of deep neural network, many image generation
problems such as RGB inpainting [73, 113, 146, 150, 151] are essentially formulated
as an image-to-image translation problem using a mapping function approximated
by a deep network directly supervised on ground truth samples. However, as seen
in Figure 1.4, networks designed to complete RGB images might not work well
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Fig. 1.8: A diagrammatic taxonomy of depth filling based on inputs and the information domain used during the completion process.

when it comes to depth. A significant obstacle to creating a neural network trained
to complete scene depth is the lack of hole-free ground truth depth images available.
To overcome this problem, [157] creates a dataset of RGB-D images based on
available surface meshes reconstructed from multi-view RGB-D scans of large environments [29]. Reconstructed meshes from different camera poses are rendered,
which produces a supply of complete RGB-D images. This data is subsequently utilized to train a network that produces dense surface normals and occlusion boundaries. The outputs are then combined with raw depth data provided by a consumer
RGB-D sensor to predict all depth pixels including those missing (holes).
While the formulation of a problem plays a significant role in the quality of the
solution, the desired outcome of depth completion is highly dependent on a variety
of factors, including the availability of the input data, the information domain, computational requirements and alike. In the following section, a brief discussion of the
most successful depth completion techniques in the literature is provided.

1.3.2.2 A Taxonomy of Depth Completion
Within the literature, different depth completion techniques are often designed
around the information domain available as the input or required as the output. Some
techniques only utilize the spatial information locally contained within the image,
while some take advantage of the temporal information extracted from a video se-
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Categories

Spatial based methods

Temporal based methods
Spatio-temporal based methods

Subcategories

13
Examples

Filtering, Interpolation, Extrapolation

[3, 89, 92, 108, 117, 148]

Inpainting based

[39, 64, 100, 120, 136]

Reconstruction based

[30, 31, 103, 147]
[13, 48, 75, 106, 130]
[24, 25, 122, 137]

Table 1.1: A taxonomy of depth filling completion based on the information domain
used during the filling process.

quence used to complete or homogenize the scene depth, and there are some that
are based on a combination of both (Figure 1.8 and Table 1.1).
Spatial-based depth completion approaches use the neighbouring pixel values
and other information available in a single RGB-D image to complete any missing
or invalid data in the depth image. Even though there are clear limitations to using
this type of approach, such as a possible lack of specific information that can be
construed as useful to a particular target region (hole) in the scene depth, there are
many important advantages. For instance, when temporal and motion information is
taken into consideration for depth completion, filling one frame in a video requires
processing multiple consecutive frames around it and so either the processing has
to be done off-line or if real-time results are needed, the results of each frame will
appear with a delay. However, if there is no dependence on other frames, with an
efficient spatial-based method, real-time results can be generated without any delay.
One of the simplest, yet not always the best, approaches to using the spatial information within a single RGB-D frame is to employ a filtering mechanism to scene
depth. Some common filters of choice would be the median filter [88] or the Gaussian filter [155] but with their use comes significant blurring effects and loss of texture and sharp object boundaries. However, there are image filtering techniques with
edge-preserving qualities, such as the bilateral filter [135] and non-local filter [21].
On the other hand, these filters will not only preserve edges at object boundaries but
the undesirable depth discontinuities caused by depth sensing issues as well.
There have been attempts to use the visual information present in the colour
component of the RGB-D image to improve the accuracy of the depth completion
results within or near object boundaries. This notion has also been utilized to reduce
the noise in depth images generated by upsampling procedures [49, 82], where the
goal is to increase the sharpness, accuracy, and the resolution of the depth image.
Moreover, it can also be used to assist filtering approaches, as seen in methods such
as joint-bilateral filtering [116], joint trilateral filtering [102] and alike.
A fast and non-approximate linear-time guided filtering method is proposed in
[61]. The output is generated based on the contents of a guidance image. It can
transfer the structures of the guidance image into the output and has edge-preserving
qualities like the bilateral filter but can perform even better near object boundaries
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Fig. 1.9: Left: example of the result of Neighbouring Pixel Distribution (NPD) approach [148] compared to Temporal Based Completion (TBC) of [106] ;Right: example of depth completion using cross bilateral filtering [112].

and edges by avoiding reversal artefacts. Due to its efficiency and performance, it
has been used as the basis for several depth completion methods [100, 147].
The approach in [148] completes depth images based on the depth distribution of
pixels adjacent to the holes after labelling each hole and dilating each labelled hole
to get the value of the surrounding pixels. Cross-bilateral filtering is subsequently
used to refine the results. In Figure 1.9 (left), the results are compared with the
temporal based method in [106], which will be discussed subsequently.
Similarly, in [92], object boundaries are first extracted, and then a discontinuityadaptive smoothing filter is applied based on the distance of the object boundary and
the quantity of depth discontinuities. The approach in [112] proposes a propagation
method, inspired by [110], that makes use of a cross bilateral filter to fill the holes
in the image (as seen in Figure 1.9 - right).
In [108], an approach based on weighted mode filtering and a joint histogram
of the RGB and depth image is used. A weight value is calculated based on the
colour similarity between the target and neighbouring pixels on the RGB image and
used for counting each bin on the joint histogram of the depth image. [109], on the
other hand, uses adaptive cross-trilateral median filtering to reduce the noise and
inaccuracies commonly found in scene depth obtained via stereo correspondence.
Parameters of the filter are adapted to the local structures, and a confidence kernel
is employed in selecting the filter weights to reduce the number of mismatches.
In an attempt to handle the false contours and noisy artefacts in depth estimated
via stereo correspondence, [89] employs a joint multilateral filter that consists of
kernels measuring proximity of depth samples, similarity between the sample values, and similarity between the corresponding colour values. The shape of the filter
is adaptive to brightness variations.
Various interpolation and extrapolation methods using the spatial information
within RGB-D images have also appeared in the depth completion literature. For
instance, an object-aware non-parametric interpolation method is proposed in [3],
which utilizes a segmentation step [8] and redefines and identifies holes within a
set of 12 completion cases with each hole existing in a single row of a single object. The depth pattern is then propagated into hole regions accordingly. Figure 1.10
demonstrates the efficacy of the approach [3] compared to [2, 7, 63, 100, 133]. Additionally, the approach [3] functions in a manner of milliseconds, making it highly
effective in real-time application, as seen in Table 1.2.
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Fig. 1.10: Comparing the results of guided inpainting and filtering (GIF) [100],
second-order smoothing inpainting (SSI) [63], fast marching based inpainting
(FMM) [133], Fourier-based inpainting (FBI) [7], diffusion-based exemplar filling
(DEF) [2], object-aware interpolation (OAI) [3] and linear and cubic interpolation
using a synthetic test image with available ground truth depth.

There are other interpolation techniques that complete depth images horizontally
or vertically within target boundaries by calculating a normalized distance between
opposite points of the border (horizontally or vertically) and interpolating the pixels accordingly [117]. These approaches can face performance challenges when the
target region (hole) covers parts of certain structures that are neither horizontal nor
vertical. To prevent this potential issue, [117] proposes a multi-directional extrapolation technique that uses the neighbouring texture features to estimate the direction
in which extrapolation is to take place, rather than using the classic horizontal or
vertical directions that create obvious deficiencies in the completed image.
Similarly, [51] presents a segmentation-based interpolation technique to upsample, refine, and enhance depth images. The strategy uses segmentation methods that
combine depth and RGB information [35, 105] in the presence of texture. Alternatively, when the image is not highly-textured, segmentation techniques based on
graph cuts [47] can be used to identify the surfaces and objects in the RGB im-

Method
Linear Inter.
GIF [100]
FMM [133]
FBI [7]

Error (lower, better)
RMSE

PBMP

1.3082
0.7797
1.0117
0.6944

0.0246
0.0383
0.0365
0.0058

Run-time (ms)
25.12
3.521e3
4.31e3
3.84e6

Method
Cubic Inter.
SSI [63]
DEF [2]
OAI [3]

Error (lower, better)
RMSE

PBMP

1.3501
3.7382
0.6188
0.4869

0.0236
0.0245
0.0030
0.0016

Run-time (ms)
27.85
51.56e3
8.25e5
99.09

Table 1.2: Average RMSE, PBMP, & run-time (test images from Middlebury [66]).
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Fig. 1.11: Top: local and global framework of [31]. The energy function is made
up of a fidelity term (generated depth data characteristics) and a regularization term
(joint-bilateral and joint-trilateral kernels). Local filtering can be used instead of
global filtering to make parallelization possible. Bottom: example of the results of
depth completion using energy minimization with TV regularization (TVR) [103]
compared to fast marching method based inpainting (FMM) [133] and guided inpainting and filtering (GIF) [100]. The energy function assumes that in small local
neighbourhoods, depth and colour values are linearly correlated.

age, which are assumed to align with those in the depth image. The low-resolution
depth image is later projected on the segmented RGB image and interpolation is
subsequently performed on the output.
While spatial-based depth completion strategies using filtering, interpolation, and
extrapolation techniques are among the most used and most efficient methods, traditional inpainting-based techniques (normally used for RGB images, Section 1.3.1)
can yield more promising results in terms of accuracy and plausibility despite being
computationally expensive.
The approach in [120] attempts to recover the missing depth information using
a fusion-based method integrated with a non-local filtering strategy. Object boundaries and other stopping points that mark the termination of structure continuation
process are not easy to locate in depth images which generally have little or no texture, or the boundaries or stopping points might be in the target region within the
depth image. The RGB image is thus used to assist with spotting the boundaries,
and their corresponding positions in the depth image are estimated according to calibration parameters. The inpainting framework follows the work of [22] that takes
advantage of a scheme similar to the non-local means scheme to make more accurate
predictions for pixel values based on image textures. To solve the issue of structure
propagation termination, a weight function is proposed in the inpainting framework
that takes the geometric distance, depth similarity, and structure information within
the RGB image into account.
The fast marching method-based inpainting of [133] has achieved promising success in RGB inpainting (Section 1.3.1). The work of [100] improves upon this approach for depth completion by using the RGB image to guide the depth inpainting
process. By assuming that the adjacent pixels that have similar colour values have
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a higher probability of having similar depth values as well, an additional colour
term is introduced into the weighting function to increase the contribution of the
pixels with the same colour. The order of filling is also changed so that the pixels
near edges and object boundaries are filled later, in order to produce sharper edges.
However, even with all the improvements, this guided depth inpainting method is
still not immune to noise and added artefacts around object boundaries (as seen in
Figures 1.11 - bottom, 1.7 and Figure 1.12); therefore, the guided filter [61] is used
in the post-processing stage to refine the depth image.
The work in [144] introduces an exemplar-based inpainting method to prevent
the common blurring effects produced while completing the scene depth in novel
views synthesized through depth image-based rendering. In the two separate stages
of warped depth image hole filling and warped RGB image completion, the focus
is mainly on depth-assisted colour completion with texture. The depth image is assumed to be only a gray-scale image with no texture, and is therefore filled using
any available background information (i.e., depth pixels are filled by being assigned
the minimum of the neighbouring values). The assumptions that depth images have
no texture, that texture and relief are not of any significant importance in depth images, and depth holes can be plausibly filled using neighbouring background values
are obviously not true, and lead to ignoring the utter importance of accurate 3D
information in the state of the art. As a result, although the inpainting method proposed in [144] to complete newly synthesized views based on depth is reasonable,
the depth filling itself is lacking.
An anisotropic diffusion-based method is proposed in [136] that can have realtime capabilities by means of a GPU. The RGB image is used to guide the diffusion
in the depth image, which saves computation in the multi-scale pyramid scheme
since the RGB image does not change. In order to guarantee the alignment of the
object boundaries in the RGB and the depth image, anisotropic diffusion is also
applied to object boundaries.
Although inpainting based depth filling techniques can produce reasonable and
efficient results, there is a possibility of blurring, ringing, and added artefacts especially around object boundaries, sharp discontinuities and highly textured regions.
In reconstruction-based methods, however, missing depth values are predicted using common synthesis approaches. Since a closed-loop strategy is mostly used to
resolve the reconstruction coefficients in terms of the minimization of residuals,
higher levels of accuracy can be accomplished in depth completion. There are numerous different models found in the literature that are used to represent the depth
completion problem as such.
For instance, in [30, 31], energy minimization is used to solve the depth completion problem, specifically depth generated by consumer depth sensors. The energy
function consists of a fidelity term that considers the characteristics of consumer
device generated depth data and a regularization term that incorporates the jointbilateral kernel and the joint-trilateral kernel. The joint-bilateral filter is tuned to
incorporate the structure information and the joint-trilateral kernel is adapted to the
noise model of consumer device generated depth data. Since the approach is relatively computationally-expensive, local filtering is used to approximate the global
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optimization framework in order to make parallelization possible, which brings forth
the long-pondered question of accuracy versus efficiency. A comparison between
examples of the results generated through both local and global frameworks is seen
in Figure 1.11 (top).
The work of [93] in image matting inspired [103] to design an energy function
based on the assumption that in small local neighbourhoods, there is a linear correlation between depth and RGB values. To remove noise and create sharper object
boundaries and edges, a regularization term originally proposed in [11] is added to
the energy function, which makes the gradient of the depth image both horizontally
and vertically sparse, resulting in less noise and sharper edges. A comparison between the results of this method and inpainting methods in [133] and [100] is shown
in Figure 1.11 (bottom).
Figure 1.12 contains a qualitative comparison of some of the spatial-based depth
filling methods [3, 3, 63, 100], RGB completion techniques [2, 36, 133], and bilinear
interpolation over examples from the Middlebury dataset [66]. Table 1.2 presents the
numerical evaluation of the same approaches by comparing their Root Mean Square
Error (RMSE), Percentage of Bad Matching Pixels (PBMP), and their run-time. As
you can see, even though spatial-based methods are certainly capable of achieving
real-time results (unlike temporal-based methods), the current literature epitomizes
the long-standing trade-off between accuracy and efficiency. Many of these methods
are capable of filling only small holes [3] and others are extremely inefficient [7].
Any future work will need to work towards achieving higher standards of accuracy
and plausibility in shorter periods of time.
Certain depth completion techniques in the literature take advantage of the motion and temporal information contained within a video sequence to complete and
refine depth images [13, 106]. One of these temporal-based approaches, commonly
used as a comparator in the literature, is the method proposed in [106] which utilizes
motion information and the difference between the depth values in the current image
and those in the consecutive frames to fill holes by giving the pixels the weighted
average values of the corresponding pixels in other frames. Although the results are
mostly plausible, one drawback is that the value of the edges of objects cannot be
accurately estimated to an acceptable level (Figures 1.9 - left), other than the fact
that there is a need for a sequence of depth images, and therefore, the holes in a
single depth image cannot be filled. Moreover, when the colour information does
not correspond with the depth data, the results often contain invalid depth values.
The well-known KinectFusion approach of [75] takes advantage of the neighbouring frames to complete the missing depth during real-time 3D reconstruction.
However, camera motion and a static scene are of utmost importance and despite
being robust, the approach cannot be utilized for a static view of a scene without
any camera motion. In [13], missing depth regions are grouped into one of two categories: the ones created as a result of occlusion by foreground objects, assumed to
be in motion, and the holes created by reflective surfaces and other random factors.
Subsequently, they use the deepest neighbouring values to fill pixels according to the
groups they are placed in. Even though the assumptions might be true in many real-
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Fig. 1.12: Comparing the results of guided inpainting and filtering (GIF) [100],
second-order smoothing inpainting (SSI) [63], fast marching based inpainting
(FMM) [133], Fourier-based inpainting (FBI) [7], diffusion-based exemplar filling
(DEF) [2], object-aware interpolation (OAI) [3] and bilinear interpolation (BI) using
examples from the Middlebury dataset [66].

life scenarios, they are not universal, and static objects can be the cause of missing
or invalid data in depth images captured via many consumer depth sensors.
The approach in [48] focuses on repairing the inconsistencies in depth videos.
Depth values of certain objects in one frame sometimes vary from the values of
the same objects in a neighbouring frame, while the planar existence of the object
has not changed. An adaptive temporal filtering is thus proposed based on the correspondence between depth and RGB sequences. [130] notes that the challenge in
detecting and mending temporal inconsistencies in depth videos is due to the dynamic content and outliers. Consequently, they propose using the intrinsic static
structure, which is initialized by taking the first frame and refined as more frames
become available. The depth values are then enhanced by combining the input depth
and the intrinsic static structure, the weight of which depends on the probability of
the input value belonging to the structure. As seen in Figure 1.13 (left), the method
proposed in [130] does not introduce artefacts into the results due to motion delay
because temporal consistency is only enforced on static regions, as opposed to [48],
which applies temporal filtering to all regions.
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Fig. 1.13: Left: example of the results of completion based on intrinsic static structure (ISS) [130] compared to adaptive temporal filtering (ATF) [48]; Right: example
of the results of spatio-temporal completion (STC) [25] compared to exemplar based
inpainting (EBI) [36] on still frames.

Temporal-based methods generate reasonable results even when spatial-based
approaches are unable to, and are necessary when depth consistency and homogeneity is important in a depth sequence, which it often is. On the other hand, the
dependency on other frames is a hindrance that causes delays or renders the method
only applicable as an off-line approach. Moreover, there are many scenarios where a
depth sequence is simply not available but a single depth image still needs to be completed. Spatio-temporal completion approaches, however, combine the elements of
the spatial and temporal based methods to fill holes in depth images [25, 137].
In [137], the process of depth completion is carried out in two stages. First, a
deepest depth image is generated by combining the spatio-temporal information in
the depth and RGB images and used to fill the holes. Subsequently, the filled depth
image is enhanced based on the joint information of geometry and colour. To preserve local features of the depth image, filters adapted to RGB image features are
utilized. In another widely-used method, [24] use an adaptive spatio-temporal approach to fill depth holes utilizing bilateral and Kalman filters. The approach is
made up of three blocks: an adaptive joint bilateral filter that combines the depth
and colour information is used, random fluctuations of pixel values are subsequently
handled by applying an adaptive Kalman filter on each pixel, and finally, an interpolation system uses the stable values in the regions neighbouring the holes provided
by the previous blocks, and by means of a 2D Gaussian kernel, fills the missing
depth values.
In another method [25], scene depth is completed using a joint-bilateral filter
applied to neighbouring pixels, the weights of which are determined based on visual
data, depth information, and a temporal consistency map that is created to track
the reliability of the depth values near the hole regions. The resulting values are
taken into account when filtering successive frames, and iterative filtering can ensure
increasing accuracy as new samples are acquired and filtered. As seen in Figure 1.13
(right), the results are superior to the ones produced by the inpainting algorithm
proposed in [36].
Improvements made to what can be obtained from a regular video camera alongside a time-of-flight camera is discussed in [122], and the main focus of the work
is on depth upsampling and colour/depth alignment. However, one of the issues
addressed is depth completion, which is performed via a multi-scale technique following the works in [57] and [84]. The output undergoes joint bilateral filtering
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and spatio-temporal processing to remove noise by averaging values from several
consecutive frames.
The approach presented in [74] uses a sequence of frames to locate outliers with
respect to depth consistency within the frame, and utilizes an improved and more
efficient regression technique using least median of squares (LMedS) [124] to fill
holes and replace outliers with valid depth values. The approach is capable of hole
filling and sharp depth refinement within a sequence of frames but can fail in the
presence of invalid depth shared between frames or sudden changes in depth due to
fast moving dynamic objects within the scene.
While depth completion can be a useful process for creating full dense depth for
various vision-based application, learning-based monocular depth estimation techniques can be an invaluable tool that can provide hole-free scene depth in a cheap
and efficient manner, completely removing the need for any depth completion in
the process. In the next section, a brief outline of the advances made in the field of
monocular depth estimation is presented.

1.4 Monocular Depth Estimation
Over the past few years, research into monocular depth estimation, i.e. predicting complete scene depth from a single RGB image, has significantly escalated
[44, 50, 55, 87, 99, 143]. Using off-line model training based on ground truth depth
data, monocular depth prediction has been made possible [44, 45, 87, 99, 162] sometimes with results surpassing those of more classical depth estimation techniques.
Ground truth depth, however, is extremely difficult and expensive to acquire, and
when it is obtained it is often sparse and flawed, constraining the practical use of
monocular depth estimation in real-world applications. Solutions to this problem of
data scarcity include the possibility of using synthetic data containing sharp pixelperfect scene depth [6] for training or completely dispensing with using ground truth
depth, and instead utilizing a secondary supervisory signal during training which indirectly results in producing the desired depth [32, 50, 55, 143].
In the following, a brief description of monocular depth estimation techniques
within three relevant areas is provided: approaches utilizing hand-crafted features
based on monocular cues within the RGB image, approaches based on graphical
models and finally techniques using deep neural networks trained in various ways
to estimate depth from a single image.

1.4.1 Hand-Crafted Features
While binocular vision is commonly associated with depth perception in humans
and machines, estimating depth from a single image based on monocular cues and
features is technically possible for both humans and machines, even if the results
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are not very accurate. Such monocular cues include size considering visual angles,
grain, and motion parallax. Monocular depth estimation techniques have utilized
such features to estimate depth from a single RGB image.
Based on the assumption that the geometric information contained within a scene
combined with motion extracted from a sequence can be valuable features for 3D
reconstruction, [70] estimates depth based on temporal continuity and geometric
perspective. In [153], different cues such as motion, colour and contrast are combined to extract the foreground layer, which is then used to estimate depth. Motion
parameters and optical flow are calculated using structure from motion.
In [67, 68], an assumption of ground-vertical geometric structure is used as the
basis to construct a basic 3D model from a single photograph. This is accomplished
by labelling the image according to pre-defined geometric classes and subsequently
creating a statistical model based on scene orientation. [81] proposes a non parametric approach based on SIFT Flow, where scene depth is reconstructed from an input
RGB image by transferring the depth of multiple similar images and then applying
warping and optimizing procedures. The work in [97] investigates using semantic
scene segmentation results to guide the depth reconstruction process instead of directly predicting depth based on features present in the scene. The work in [87] also
takes advantage of combining semantic object labels with depth features to aid in
the depth estimation process.
It is important to note that predicting depth based on monocular cues within the
scene is not robust enough to deal with complex and cluttered scenes even though
approaches using such features have managed to produce promising results when it
comes to scenes that contain clear pre-defined features and adhere to simple structural assumptions.

1.4.2 Graphical Models
Within the current literature on monocular depth estimation, there are approaches
that take advantage of graphical models to recover scene depth. For instance, [40]
introduces a dynamic Bayesian network model capable of reconstructing a 3D scene
from a monocular image based on the assumption that all scenes contain a floor-wall
geometry. The model distinguishes said floor-wall boundaries in each column of the
image and using perspective geometry reconstructs a 3D representation of the scene.
While the approach produces very promising results, the underlying assumption it
is built on (indoor scenes framed by a floor-wall constraint) limits the capabilities
of the approach.
The work in [127] utilizes a discriminatively-trained Markov Random Field
(MRF) and linear regression to estimate depth. The images are segmented into homogeneous regions and the produced patches are used as super-pixels instead of pixels during the depth estimation process. This extended version of the approach [128]
utilizes the MRF in order to combine planes predicted by the linear model to describe the 3D position and orientation of segmented patches within RGB images.
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Fig. 1.14: Qualitative comparison of depth and ego-motion from video (DEV) [160],
estimation based on left/right consistency (LRC) [55]; SSE: semi-supervised depth
estimation (SSE) [86], depth estimation via style transfer (EST) [6].

Since depth is predicted locally, the combined output lacks global coherence. Additionally, the model is manually tuned which is a detriment against achieving a
learning based system.
The method proposed in [62] presents cascaded classification models. The approach combines the tasks of scene categorization, object detection, multi-class image segmentation and, most relevant here, 3D reconstruction by coupling repeated
instantiations of the sophisticated off-the-shelf classifiers in order to improve the
overall performance at each level.
In [101], monocular depth estimation is formulated as an inference problem in
a discrete/continuous Conditional Random Field (CRF) model, in which continuous variables encode the depth information associated with super-pixels from the
input RGB image, and the discrete ones represent the relationships between the
neighbouring super-pixels. Using input images with available ground truth depth,
the unary potentials are calculated within a graphical model, in which the discrete/continuous optimization problem is solved with the aid of particle belief propagation [71, 114].
To better exploit the global structure of the scene, [162] proposes a hierarchical representation of the scene based on a CRF, which is capable of modelling
local depth information along with mid-level and global scene structures. Not unlike [101], the model attempts to solve monocular depth estimation as an inference
problem in a graphical model in which the edges provide an encoding of the interactions within and across the different layers of the proposed scene hierarchy.
More recently, [142] attempts to perform monocular depth estimation using
sparse manual labels for object sizes within a given scene. Utilizing these manually estimated object sizes and the geometric relationship between them, a coarse
depth image is primarily created. This depth output is subsequently refined using a
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CRF that propagates the estimated depth values to generate the final depth image
for the scene.
Monocular depth estimation techniques based on graphical models can produce
impressive results but despite their excellent generalization capabilities, deep neural
networks generate sharper and more accurate depth images, even though they can
be prone to over-fitting and require larger quantities of training data.

1.4.3 Deep Neural Networks
Recent monocular depth estimation techniques using deep convolutional neural networks directly supervised using data with ground truth depth images have revolutionized the field by producing highly accurate results. For instance, the approach
in [45] utilizes a multi-scale network that estimates a coarse global depth image and
a second network that locally refines the depth image produced by the first network.
The approach is extended in [44] to perform semantic segmentation and surface
normal estimation as well as depth prediction.
In the work by [90], a fully-convolutional network is trained to estimate more accurate depth based on efficient feature up-sampling within the network architecture.
In the up-sampling procedure, the outputs of four convolutional layers are fused by
applying successive up-sampling operations. On the other hand, [98] points to the
past successes that CRF-based methods have achieved in monocular depth estimation and presents a deep convolutional neural field model that takes advantage of
the capabilities of a continuous CRF. The unary and pairwise potentials of the continuous CRF are learned in a deep network resulting in depth estimation for general
scenes with no geometric priors.
The work in [26] trains a supervised model for estimation formulated as a pixelwise classification task. This reformulation of the problem is made possible by transforming the continuous values in the ground truth depth images into class labels by
discretizing the values into bins and labelling the bins based on their depth ranges.
Solving depth estimation as a classification problem provides the possibility to obtain confidence values for predicted depth in the form of probability distributions.
Using the obtained confidence values, an information gain loss is applied that enables selecting predictions that are close to ground-truth values during training.
Similarly, [94] also presents monocular depth estimation as a pixel-wise classification problem. Different side-outputs from the dilated convolutional neural network architecture are fused hierarchically to take advantage of multi-scale depth
cues. Finally, soft-weighted-sum inference is used instead of the hard-max inference, which transforms the discretized depth score to continuous depth value. [69]
attempts to solve the commonly-found issue of blurring effects in the results of
most monocular depth estimation techniques by fusing features extracted at different scales from a network architecture that includes a multi-scale feature fusion
module and a refinement module trained via an objective function that measures
errors in depth, gradients and surface normals.
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Error Metrics (lower, better)

Accuracy Metrics (higher, better)

Abs. Rel. Sq. Rel. RMSE RMSE log δ < 1.25 δ < 1.252
Data Set Mean [53]
Eigen et al. Coarse [44]
Eigen et al. Fine [44]
Liu et al. [99]
Zhou et al. [160]
Zhou et al. [160]
Garg et al. [50]
Godard et al. [55]
Godard et al. [55]
Zhan et al. [152]
Atapour et al. [6]
Kuznietsov et al. [86]

[53]
[53]
[53]
[53]
[53]
[53]+ [34]
[53]
[53]
[53]+ [34]
[53]
S*
[53]

0.403
0.214
0.203
0.202
0.208
0.198
0.152
0.148
0.124
0.144
0.110
0.113

0.530
1.605
1.548
1.614
1.768
1.836
1.226
1.344
1.076
1.391
0.929
0.741

8.709
6.563
6.307
6.523
6.856
6.565
5.849
5.927
5.311
5.869
4.726
4.621

0.403
0.292
0.282
0.275
0.283
0.275
0.246
0.247
0.219
0.241
0.194
0.189

0.593
0.673
0.702
0.678
0.678
0.718
0.784
0.803
0.847
0.803
0.923
0.862

0.776
0.884
0.890
0.895
0.885
0.901
0.921
0.922
0.942
0.928
0.967
0.960

δ < 1.253
0.878
0.957
0.958
0.965
0.957
0.960
0.967
0.964
0.973
0.969
0.984
0.986

Table 1.3: Comparing the results of monocular depth estimation techniques over the
KITTI dataset using the data split in [45]. S* denotes the synthetic data captured
from a graphically rendered virtual environment.
While these approaches produce consistently more encouraging results than their
predecessors, the main draw-back of any directly supervised depth estimation model
is its dependence on large quantities of dense ground truth depth images for training. To combat this issue, synthetic depth images have recently received attention in
the literature. [6] takes advantage of aligned nearly photo-realistic RGB images and
their corresponding synthetic depth extracted from a graphically rendered virtual
environment primarily designed for gaming for training a monocular depth estimation model. Additionally, a cycle-consistent adversarially trained style transfer
approach [161] is used to deal with the domain shift between the synthetic images
used for training and the real-world images the model is intended for in practice.
Figure 1.14 (EST) contains examples of the results of this approach, which are very
sharp and with clear object boundaries due to the fact that pixel-perfect synthetic
depth has been used as training data. Likewise, [159] proposes a similar framework
in which a separate network takes as its input both synthetic and real-world images
and produces modified images which are then passed through a second network
trained to perform monocular depth estimation.
While the use of synthetic training data can be a helpful solution to the issue
of scarcity of ground truth depth, a new class of indirectly supervised monocular
depth estimators have emerged that do not require ground truth depth, and calculate
disparity by reconstructing the corresponding view within a stereo correspondence
framework and thus use this view reconstruction as a secondary supervisory signal.
For instance, the work in [143] proposes the Deep3D network, which learns to generate the right view from the left image used as the input, and in the process produces
an intermediary disparity image. The model is trained on stereo pairs from a dataset
of 3D movies to minimize the pixel-wise reconstruction loss of the generated right
view compared to the ground truth right view. The desired output is a probabilistic
disparity map that is used by a differentiable depth image-based rendering layer in
the network architecture. While the results of the approach are very promising, the
method is very memory intensive.
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The approach in [50] follows a similar framework with a model very similar to an
auto-encoder, in which the encoder is trained to estimate depth for the input image
(left) by explicitly creating an inverse warp of the output image (right) in the decoder
using the estimated depth and the known inter-view displacement, to reconstruct the
input image. The technique uses an objective function similar to [143] but is not
fully differentiable.
On the other hand, [55] argues that a simple image reconstruction as done in
[50, 143] does not produce depth with high enough quality and uses bilinear sampling [77] and a left/right consistency check between the disparities produced relative to both the left and right images incorporated into training to produce better
results. Examples of the results of this approach can be seen in Figure 1.14 (LRC).
Even though the results are consistently impressive across different images, blurring
effects within the depth image still persist.
In [152], the use of sequences of stereo image pairs is investigated for estimating
depth and visual odometry. It is argued that utilizing stereo sequences as training
data makes the model capable of considering both spatial (between left/right views)
and temporal (forward/backward) warp error in its learning process, and can constrain scene depth and camera motion to remain within a reasonable scale.
While the approaches that benefit from view synthesis through learning the interview displacement and thus the disparity are capable of producing very accurate and
consistent results and the required training data is abundant and easily obtainable,
there are certain shortcomings. Firstly, the training data must consist of temporally
aligned and rectified stereo images, and more importantly, in the presence of occluded regions (i.e. groups of pixels that are seen in one image but not the other),
disparity calculations fail and meaningless values are generated (as seen in Figure
1.14 (LRC)).
On the other hand, the work in [160] estimates depth and camera motion from
video by training depth and pose prediction networks, indirectly supervised via view
synthesis. The results are favourable especially since they include ego-motion but
the depth outputs are very blurry (as seen in Figure 1.14 (DEV)), do not consider
occlusions and are dependent on camera parameters. The training in the work of [86]
is supervised by sparse ground truth depth and the model is then enforced within a
stereo framework via an image alignment loss to output dense depth. This enables
the model to take advantage of both direct and indirect training, leading to higher
fidelity depth outputs than most other comparators, as demonstrated in Figure 1.14
(SSE) and Table 1.3.
Within the literature, there are specific metrics that are commonly used to evaluate the performance of monocular depth estimation techniques. Given an estimated
depth image d 0p and the corresponding ground truth depth d p at pixel p with N being
the total number of pixels for which valid ground truth and estimated depth exist,
the following metrics are often used for performance evaluation in the literature:
• Absolute Relative Error (Abs. Rel.) [128]:
|d p − d 0p |
1
N∑
dp
p

(1.2)
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• Squared Relative Error (Sq. Rel.) [128]:
||d p − d 0p ||2
1
N∑
dp
p
• Linear Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [62]:
s
1
||d p − d 0p ||2
N∑
p
• Log Scale Invariant RMSE (RMSE log) [45]:
s
1
||log(d p ) − log(d 0p )||2
N∑
p

(1.3)

(1.4)

(1.5)

• Accuracy under a threshold [87]:
max(

d 0p d p
, ) = δ < threshold
d p d 0p

(1.6)

Table 1.3 provides a quantitative analysis of the state-of-the-art approaches proposed in [6, 44, 50, 55, 86, 99, 152, 160]. The experiment is carried out on the test
split used in [45], which has now become a convention for evaluations within the
monocular depth estimation literature.

1.5 Conclusions
The primary focus of this chapter has been on techniques specifically designed to
complete, enhance and refine depth images. This is particularly important as there
are still several issues blocking the path to a perfect depth image such as missing
data, invalid depth values, low resolution, and noise despite the significant efforts
currently under way with regards to improving scene depth capture technologies.
The depth completion problem has been formulated in a variety of different ways,
as has the related problem of RGB inpainting. Diffusion-based and energy minimization solutions to the problem are accurate with respect to structural continuity
within the scene depth and can produce smooth surfaces within object boundaries,
which can be a desirable trait for certain applications. However, these solutions are
often inefficient, computationally expensive, and can bring forth implementation
issues. Depth images can also be completed using an exemplar-based paradigm,
which can accurately replicate object texture and relief as well as preserve the necessary geometric structures within the scene. There are, of course, a variety of other
problem formulations, such as matrix completion, labelling, image-to-image mapping and alike, each focusing on certain traits within the desired scene depth.
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Input requirements can also vary for different depth completion techniques. Depending on the acquisition method, depth is commonly obtained along with an
aligned or easily alignable RGB image of the same scene. The information contained within this RGB image can be used to better guide the filling approach applied
to the depth image. However, not all depth images are accompanied by a corresponding RGB image and processing the colour information can add to the computational
requirements which may not be necessary depending on the application.
Within the depth completion literature, there are spatial-based methods that limit
themselves to the information in the neighbouring regions adjacent to the holes in
the depth image and possibly the accompanying RGB image. Some of these algorithms make use of filtering techniques, while some utilize interpolation and extrapolation approaches. The filtering, interpolation, and extrapolation methods can
provide fast and clean results but suffer from issues like smoothed boundaries and
blurred edges. Some research has been focused on using inpainting-based techniques, which have been proven successful in completing RGB images post object
removal. Despite their satisfactory results, these methods are not all efficient and
can generate additional artefacts near target and object boundaries. There are also
Reconstruction methods that can generate accurate results using techniques inspired
by scene synthesis methods. However, they are mostly difficult to implement and
some have a strict dependency on the corresponding RGB view.
Temporal-based depth completion techniques make use of the motion information and the depth in the neighbouring frames of a video to fill the hole regions
in the current depth frame. Sometimes the information in a single depth image is
not enough to complete that image, which is where spatial-based methods fall short.
Temporal-based approaches, however, do not suffer from this issue and have a larger
supply of information at their disposal. This class of methods is still not perfect, and
the need to process other frames to complete a depth image makes them more suited
for off-line applications rather than real-time systems.
Additionally, various spatio-temporal based methods have been proposed that
use both the spatial information contained within the scene depth and the temporal
continuity extracted from a sequence to perform depth completion. Although these
methods can be more accurate than spatial-based techniques and more efficient than
temporal-based approaches, they still suffer from the issues of both these categories.
Furthermore, whilst future avenues of research need to explicitly consider computational efficiency, within the contemporary application domains of consumer
depth cameras and stereo-based depth recovery, it is also highly likely they will be
able to exploit temporal aspects of a live depth stream. It is thus possible that both
temporal and spatio-temporal techniques will become the primary areas of growth
within this domain over the coming years. This trend will be heavily supported by
aspects of machine learning as innovative solutions to the issue of acquiring highquality ground truth depth data become increasingly widespread.
Of course, another innovative solution to the problem of obtaining accurate 3D
scenes is to provide a cheap and efficient alternative to the current 3D capture technologies that can produce high-fidelity hole-free scene depth, entirely circumnavigating the need for depth completion as a necessary post-processing operation.
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Recent learning-based monocular depth estimation methods have made significant
strides towards achieving this goal by providing accurate and plausible depth mostly
in real time from a single RGB image.
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